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Neogene volcanism began in the Hungarian part of the Carpatho-Pannonian area with explosive
eruptions of large-volume acidic magmas during the Miocene. It was followed by andesitic
volcanism which is partially coeval with the acidic one. Three main acidic tuff horizons are known,
referred to as the Lowel Middle and Upper Rhyolitic Tuff, Eggenburgian/Ottnangian, Karpatian/
Lower Badenian and Lower Sarmatian in age, respectively. Their onshore.deposited counterparts,
found in the basin-rim regions such as the Btikk Foreland, are difficult to identify and correlate.
Complex investigation, including lithostratigraphy, petrography, petrochemistry K-Ar
geochronology and paleomagnetic srudies, were recently undertaken in the Biikk Foreland area.
The three tuff complexes have been identified, distinguished and characterized. The Lower Tuff

Complex (21.0-18.5 Ma, 80o to 90o counterclockwise rotation) is well exposed in the northern part
of the area and consists of biotite-rich rhyolitic Plinian pumice fall deposits, welded and non-welded
ignimbrites, phreatomagmatic sequences and reworked tuffs. The Middle Tuff Complex (17.F16.0

Ma, ca. 30o counterclockwise rotation) is widespread in the southern part of the area, and is
characterized by a two-component chemistry (rhyolitic and andesitic), presence of mixed
scoria-pumice pyroclastics, and an abundance of pyroxene crystalloclasts. It consists of a sequence
of welded and non-welded ignimbrites, phreatomagmatic deposits and reworked tuffs. Various
degrees of mixing of rhyolitic and andesitic magma result in extremely heterogeneous comPositions
ranging from typically rhyolitic to andesitic. The youngest Upper Tuff Complex is present in few
outcrops at the western and eastern peripheries of the Biikk Foreland, as thick non-welded rhyolitic
ignimbrites. Compositionally it is hardly distinguishable from the Lower Tirff Complex, but K-Ar
ages are much younger (14.5-13.5 Ma) and no rotation is present in its paleomagnetic record.
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414 A. Szakfcs et al.

Volcanic source areas of the pyroclastic material should be somewhere south of the area, buried
beneath younger sediments. Thickness and maximum pumice and lithic clast sizes of the pumice
fall deposits of the Lower Tuff Complex suggest a northeast-oriented dispersal axis; imbrication
in non-welded ignimbrites suggest transport in the same direction, hence source location for the
oldest tuffs is possibly somewhere south of Eger. An elliptic aeromagnetic anomaly zone, present
in that region, is consistent with such a hypothesis. On the other hand, magnetic aniiotropy
directions measured in welded ignirnbrites of the Middle Tuff Complex converge in a zone NE-of
Mez6k6vesd (south of Hars6ny), where a wide elliptic positive gravity anomaly is located and
thick andesite lava was described in boreholes. Maximum size of obsidian fiamme in the welded
ignimbrite, measured at Tibolddar6c, is consistent with the location of the inferred source caldera
in the area.

ky words: Biikk Foreland, ignimbrites, volcanology, lithostratigraphy, correlation of Miocene tuff
horizons

7. Inttoduction

Acidic explosive volcanism marks the start of Neogene magmatic activity in
the Carpatho-Pannonian area and occurs repeatedly until the Uppermost
Sarmatian. Its products are widespread in the Pannonian Basin, cropping out
in the Borzsony, Cserh6t, M6tra, Btikk, Tokaj and Mecsek mountains in Hungary.
Together with those known in the Transylvanian basin and even outside the
Carpathians in Romania, they occupy an area of ca. 700 x 400 km, mostly
covered by younger sediments. Three tuff horizons were recognized in
boreholes penetrating into the Pannonian Basin, commonly referred to as the
"Lower Rhyolite Tuff" (Paul and Gobl 1865), "Middle Rhyolite Tirff" (Noszky
L933), and "Upper Rtryolite Tuff" (Schr6ter 1934). Their ages are Eggenburgian-
Ottnangian, Karpatian-Lower Badenian and Sarmatian, respectively (Hrimor
et al. 1980). These tuff horizons are thought to have been emplaced during
three main episodes of volcanic activity. Th.y are separated by horizons of
interlayering fossiLferous sediments in the deeper parts of the basin, but are
hardly distinguishable at, or near the basin margins (where datable sedimentary
interbeds are lacking).

Acidic pyroclastics are well exposed in several areas, mostly located along
the northern margin of the Pannonian Basin. The Btikk Foreland (Bi.ikkatja in
Hungarian) area offers a large number of excellent outcrops allowing a detailed
investigation of the Miocene acidic volcanic products.

TWo tuff horizons were identified and described (Schr6ter 1934, Balogh L964)
in an elongated area (ca. 40 km long and 8 km across), located at the southern
feet of the Btikk Mts, referred to as the Lower Ignimbrite and Upper Ignimbrite,
respectively. Their correlation with the tuff horizons outside the Brikk area is
difficult. We will argue, however, that they represent the onshore-deposited
counterParts of the Lower and Middle tthyolite Tuffs of the Pannonian Basin.
According to Balogh(1954), the Upper Rhyolite Tuff is also present at the eastem
side. A more detailed account of previous research on the Miocene rhyolitic
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tuffs of the Brikk Foreland and the Pannonian Basin is given by p6ka et al.
(L998, this volume).

Following the recognition of the ignimbritic nature of the welded part of
these tuffs (Pant6 G. L962,1963) no modern volcanological studies have been
undertaken until recently, when the presence of other g"enetic t1ryes of primary
pyroclastic deposits (i.e., non-welded ignimbrites, phrEatomagmatic depositsj,
as well as reworked deposits, were pointed out in additioi to the welded
ignimbrites (Capaccioni et al. 1995). Some strongly welded ignimbrites were
mapped as lavas in_ previous cartographic repreJentations 1e.!. natogh 196a).
No attempts, other.than speculations, have as yetbeen mad.e in 6rder tJidentify
eruptive centers o!th9 acidic pyroclastics in the Btikk Foreland, and generally
in the Pannonian Basin (Varga 1981).

From L988 on, systematic paleomagnetic investigations were carried out in
this area (Mdrton 1990) that confirmed the presenie of at least two volcanic
horizons corresPonding to the Lower and Upper Ignimbrites of Balogh (1964).

The main PurPose of this PaPet focused on the Btikk Foreland area,is to establish
the eruptive sequences, styles and mechanisms, as well as to localize possible
eruptive centers of the acidic tuff sequences. In addition, we attempted toidentify
and correlate the onshore-deposited counterparts of the three Rhyolite Tgff horizons
of the Pannonian Basin. To achieve these goals we have undl*aken a complex
investigation in a multidisciplinary approach, including geologic studies
(lithostratigraphy,_v_olcanology, petrography and petrochemistry paliomagnetic
investigations, and K-Ar geochronology) as well as the interpretition of available
geophysical data. Part of these data are reported in two companion papers in this
sEune volume (Mdrton and P6cskay r99B; p6ka et al. Lggg, this volume).

2. Identification and correlation of tuff horizons

2.1. Terminology

We will use a_terminology similar, but not identical, to that adopted for the
Pannonian Basinby Csdszdr et al. (1983) and H6mor (1985), i.e., Lower Tuff Complex
(hereafter tXC) = Gyulakeszi Rhyolite ''[uff Formation, Middle Tirff Complex
(hereafter MTC) = Tar Dacite Tuff Formation and Upper Tuff Complex (hereafter
UTC) = Gal8avolgy Rhyolite Tuff Formation. "Tuff -omplex" seems to us a more
appropriate term because neither "TUff is a single horizon, but a composite
lithostratigraphic unit consisting of various lithologic entities and. lithofacies; the
ignimbrites are only parts of the volcanoclastic sequences. Moreover, the "Lower
Tirff" and the "Middle Tirff" resulted from mone tnut one eruptive event with
discernible time gaPs between them (Mdrton and P6cskay L998,ihis volume).
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41.5 a. Szakdcs et al.

2.2 Occurrence

The spatial distribution of the three Tirff Complexes in the Biikk Foreland area is
depicted in Fig. 1. It results from a revision of the geologic map of Balogh (19@).
Mappable lithologies inside each tuff complex are shown as well.

The Lower Tuff Complex crops out along the northwestern part of the Bukk
Foreland, being covered by the Middle ftff Complex mostly along the
southeastern margin of the area. The MTC was not found west of Ostoros
(Fig. 1). The UTC is present only patchily at the western (Demjdn and north
of Egerszal6k) and eastern (north of Hars6ny) parts of the region (Fig. 1). All
three complexes were encountered southeast of the Btikk Foreland area in
boreholes, being covered by younger sediments in the subsided part of the
Pannonian Basin (Fig. 2).

2.3 Lithostratigraphy

The main lithostratigraphic features of the volcanoclastics are presented in
the synthetic lithologic column in Fig. 3.

The LTC is composed of two identifiable parts which resulted from two
eruptive pulses. The lower part - we nEune it informally LLTC - is interbedded
in red conglomerates with clayey matrix, of probably Eggenburgian age, at
Cserdpfalu (Kardcsonytisztds) or, more frequently, overlies the paleosurface of
the Oligocene sediments (the lower horizon at Eger-Tiham6r, Eger-Wind brick
factory, lower part of Kdcs-Church hill, Kisgy6r-Kiskrit). It consists of
biotite-rich non-welded massive ignimbrites (Fig.4a). These rocks are associated
with silica sinters in outcrops around Eger (Egerszal6k, Eger-Wind brick factory,
Eger-B6nyakert). The age of this horizon is supposedly Eggenburgian according
to its lithostratigraphic relationships, as well as to a K-Ar dating (ca. 19.7 Ma),
(M6rton and P6cskay 1998, this volume).

The upper part of the UIC - we informally name it ULTC - unconformably
overlies LLTC or older sediments and displays various lithologies. The complete
sequence of the ULIC includes reworked tuffs at the base (Egerszal6k, lower
part in the Eger-Tihamdr quarry), then a sequence of alternating Plinian pumice
fall and phreatomagmatic falt deposits (Kisgy6r-Kerekhugy, Kisgy6r-K6Y'nez6,
middle part in the Eger-Tiham6r quarry), non-welded ignimbrites (middle part
in the Eger-Tiham6r quarry, Ostoros SE, lower part at Tard), and welded
ignimbrites (Demj6n-Ptrnkosdh.gy, S61y-Latorut, Kisgy6r, uPPer Part at
Kacs-Church hill, Btikkzs6rc). K-Ar ages obtained on rock samples of the ULTC
(M6rton and Pdcskay 1998, this volume) of ca. 18.7 Ma places it roughly at the
Eggenburgian{tbrangian boundary.

The boundary between the LTC and MTC is rarely visible in outcrops; hence
mapping it is quite difficult. However, warned by differences in the
paleomagnetic features (degree of rotation) of ignimbrites, careful examination
of a hillside sequence of discontinuous outcrops at S6ly-Lator(rt led to the
recognition of a fluvial gravel horizon intercalated between the two tuff
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Fig. 2
Cross section showing the distribution of tuff complexes in the Pannonian Basin south of the
Btikk Foreland area, according to borehole data. Borehole abreviations: Ns - Noszvaj; Bs -

Bogdcs; TSzkv - Tard-Szekr6ny vdlgy; Ta - Tard; Mn - Mez6ny6r6d; Me - Mez6keresztes

F i g . 3
Summary of lithologrj, petrographic, paleomagnetic and K-Ar data for the three tuff complexes
studied in the Biikk Foreland area (petrography and chemical data from P6ka et al. 1gb, this
volume, K-Ar and paleomagnetic data from Mdrton and P6cskay 1998, this volume)
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Fig. 4a

9"t.1op of the slightly welded to non-welded massive pumice-rich ignimbrite in the Lower
Tuff Complex; south of Kisgy6r

complexes. Fluvial pebbles with the same [thostratigraphic position were also
found between Kisgydr and Tibolddar6c. It seems thai this .or,tirr"r,tal sediment
is discontinuously Present in the area, but it clearly marks an important break
in volcanic activity and concurrent strong erosion of the top of the LTC.
Furthermore, a sequence containing coal beds is present at the same
stratigraphic level at Kisgy6r (Le6nyviir).

The MTC is composed, in tum, of two identifiable sequences, both of them
characterized by, the presence of more basic (dacitic to andesitic) components
along with the rhyolitic material. The lower one - we informally name it LMTC- consists of welded red ignimbrites (Fig. 4b) (Szomolya-Novaj, Cser6pfalu,

?1t-tlloludr, 
Kisgy6r) followed uy nttreatomagmaiic deposits (Bogecs,

Abrahamhegy-, szomoly? N, Cser6pfalu N). K-Ar lg"s obtained from tf.r"ru
rocks cluster around ca. 17.0 Ma (Mrirton and P6cs-kay '!.gg1, 

this volume).
Following an erosional unconfor*1ty, the upper sequence-- informally designei
as UMCT begins with obsidian fiamme-rich gray to pinkish *"'.id"d
ignimbrites (Bogd-cs-Galagonyiis, Cser6pv6ralja-Ir7an g6tet8, Tibolddar6c,
Pusztamocsolyils-Meredek-hegy) grading into reddish to iark graynon-welded
mixed pumice-scoria ignimbrites (Szom oly^, Borsodgeszt-KeLkiregy, Cser6p-
v6ralja-Kaptdrkcivek), with accretionary lapilli-bJaring phreatomagmatic
deposits (Fig. ac) at the top (Bog6cs w, riuotddar6cih*.n Hi[, s?ty s,

Acta Geologica Hungariu 4l.,1ggg



420 ,q.. Szakics et al.

F i g .4b
Wetaea ignimbrite with fine columnar jointing normal to a vertical cooling surface; Middle Tuff

Complex; Ispdnberek (between Szomolya and Novai)

Fig. 4c
Phreatomagmatic sequence (Ph) overlying a
ignimbrite (I) in the Middle Tuff Complex; West

Acta Geologiu Hungaia 4L,1.998
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Miocane aciilic erplosiae wlunism in the Bilkk Foreland 421.

Frg. 4d
Non-welded ignimbrite in the Upper Tuff Complex; Harsiiny

Kisgy6r-K6b6nyatet6). In the eastem part of the area (between Puszta-
mocsolyes, Biikkaremyos and north of Harsdny), the UMCT is represented by
more or less welded dark gray to brown andesitic ignimbrites. The K-Ar ages
of these rocks fit well with the average age of the "Middle Rhyolite Tuff" of
the Pannonian Basin (L6.4 Ma; H6mor et al. L980; M6rton and P6cskay L998,
this volume).

The UTC occurs as patches overlying the LTC in the west or MTC in the east
(Fig. 1). It is composed of biotite-rich rhyolitic rocks, especially non-welded
ignimbrites (Fig. 4d) (Demj6n-Nagyeresztv6ny quarry, Hars6ny-cellars, Btikk-
aranyos-Kaptdrk6). Other lithologies, such as reworked tuffs and phreato-
magmatic tuffs are less developed and limited to the eastem occurrence area
(Hars6ny-Vargyastet6). A K-Ar determination obtained for the westem
occurrence area (13.84 Ma) suggest an Upper Badenian age for these rocks
(M6rton and Pdcskay 1998, this volume).

2.4 Petrographic features

On the old maps (e.9. Balogh 1964) rhyolites, dacites and andesites are
designated as petrographic types of the Btikk Foreland explosive volcanics.
Some of them are mapped as lava flows, especially those of andesitic and dacitic
composition. Some strongly-welded dark-colored ignimbrites of more basic
composition are indeed lava-like in places, but their careful examination

Acta Geologica Hungaica 41, L998



422 A. Szt6cs et al.

invariably points out their pyroclastic origin (presence of pumice and scoria

clasts, glass shards and broken crystals). We have not found any rock of lava
flow origin in the studY area.

Petrography and petrochemistry, besides K-Ar dating and paleomagnetism,
are able to discriminate between at least the LTC and MTC, as well as between

different entities within the complexes. The UIC and MTC display important
differences in their juvenile mineral compositions. LTC rocks are rich in both

biotite and quartz, and amphibole appears as an accessory phase among
phenocrysts in pumice and crystalloclasts in the matrix of various types of

volcanoclastics. Andesitic components only occur as accidental lithoclasts in

the ignimbrites (Eger-Wind brick factory). Most lithoclasts are high-silica
rhyolites (P6ka et al. 1998, this volume).

The MTC is compositionally different in the sense that more basic than rhyolite
juvenile components are always present, even in rocks (welded ignimbrites) which
macroscopically appear identical to LTC rocks. The andesitic-dacitic components
consist of. gtay to black juvenile scoria, massive dark vitroclasts and pyroxene
crystalloclasts. Especially in the lower part of the UMTC the presence of Pyroxene
crystalloclasts are diagnostic. Mixed pumice-scoria ignimbrites eue common.
Banded pumices have also been encountered in outcrops. The abundance of

non-rhyolitic material is variable, leading to different chemical compositions, from

rhyolitic to basic andesitic. In most outcrops the rocks are more and more basic

upwards in the lithostratigraphic column. The ignimbrites are entirely of andesitic
composition in a large area in the eastem third of the region. In these rocks one still
can iecognize, however, small amounts of rhyolitic material such as pumice and
acidic glass shards, accidental biotite and quartz crystalloclasts. This
petrographic-petrochemical variability within a single eruptive unit led the former
iesearchers (e.g. Balogh t964) to map these rocks as separate volcanological units.

The UTC is petrographically similar to the LIC by its biotite-rich rhyolitic
composition. Quartz is, however, less abundant as phenocrysts in pumice and
as ciystalloclasts in the ignimbrite matrix. Subtle differences can be pointed
out in the petrochemical features of the two occurrences of the UTC, as well
(P6ka et al. 1998, this volume).

Welding is present in both the LTC and MTC ignimbrites, but it is absent in
the UTC rocks of the Bukk Foreland. Therefore, this feature carrnot be used as

a discrimination criterion between the LIC and MTC, as Capaccioni et al. (1995)

attempted previously. Welding characterizes the middle part of thick ignimbrite
units. Welded ignimbrites are typically present at the upPer part of ignimbrites
in the Bi.ikk Foreland because the non-welded top of these pyroclastic rocks
have been erosionally removed and supplied material for the reworked tuff
deposits which frequently overlie the ignimbrites.

Acta Geologica Hungariu 41-,1'998
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2.5 Petrochemistry

Chemical features of the studied pyroclastic rocks are just as valuable
discrimination criteria as the petrographic one. Th.y are presented in a
companion paper in this volume (P6ka et al. 1998).

3. Volcanology

3.L Eruptive history

3.1.1. Genetic types of aolcanoclastic deposits

The Miocene acidic volcanic rocks in the Biikk Foreland area display arather
wide r:Lnge of genetic types of primary and secondary volcanoclastics. Thuy
include welded and non-welded ignimbrites, fallout pumice lapilli and tuff
layers, and phreatomagmatic deposits, debris flow deposits and epiclastics.

Ignimbrites are the most characteristic eruptive products in the area. Th"y
are ubiquitous in the three tuff complexes. Thick (meters to tens of meters),
massive non-welded ignimbrites are most frequent. Thuy contain white to
yellow pumice clasts ranging from less than 1 cm to 4G-50 cm in diameter and
subordinate smaller lithic clasts embedded in a largely developed vitro-
crystalloclastic matrix. The presence of darker scoria clasts is obvious within
mixed pumice-scoria ignimbrites. Welded ignimbrites characteristically contain
flattened pumice and obsidian fiamme which can attain 45 cm length at
Tibolddar6c (MTC). These ignimbrites, whether welded or non-welded, are
typical pyroclastic flow deposits.

Pumice fall deposits have been identified in a couple of outcrops of the LfC.
Th"y consist of relatively well-sorted angular pumice clumps of sub-centimetric
to centimetric sizes in decimetric thick beds separated by unsorted finer-grained
layers of similar thickness. As many as three pumice layers have been
encountered in these outcrops.

Fallout tuffs are rare because of their high potential to be removed unless
quickly buried. Within the LTC one layer of coarse-grained fallout tuff was
found at Novaj (cellars) in which laminae of white rhyolite pumice and dark
rhyolite obsidian fragments alternate. An andesitic tuff layer has been found
in a MTC sequence in a hillside at Sdly-Latorv6r.

Phreatomagmatic tuffs characteristically occur at several localities. Their
airfall origin is questionable but at least the unsorted interbeds in the pumice
fall sequences of the UIXC can be interpreted in this way. The accretionary
Iapilli bearing tuffs in the MTC sequences are common. Th"y are poorly sorted,
decimetric in thickness, but are associated with debris flow deposits, and hence
their fallout origin is hypothetical. An alternative interpretation is that they are
of surge origin, or they are secondary due to reworking of primary fallout
phreatomagmatic tephra containing accretionary lapilli by mass-flow processes.

Acta Geologica Hungarica 41.,1998
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Reworked tuffs are present in all three tuff complexes. Th"y form thick
(meters) massive, unsorted, chaotic beds, in places rich in lithic clasts. Soil and
vegetal fragments can be seen in them in places. These features strongly suggest
their origin in debris flow processes through which part of the primary tephra
was reworked shortly after deposition.

Volcanic epiclastic deposits are also present in several outcrops. In the
Eger-Tiham6r quarry toward the top of the LTC a thick sequence of
cross-bedded coarse gravel, pebble and sand crops out displaying beautiful
intraf ormational channels.

3.1.2. Eruptiae style and sequences

The prevalence of ignimbrites in all three tuff complexes, their widespread
occurrence, the Presence of welding, the rhyolitic composition of most of the
juvenile material, and the lack of effusive products all strongly suggest that
the volcanoclastic deposits in the Btikk Foreland area resulted from repeated
highly explosive eruptive events spanned over a ca. 7.5 Ma time period (from
21 to 13.5 Ma ago; Mdrton and P6cskay 1998, this volume) and clustered in
three major pulses. The volume of erupted tephra is extremely difficult to assess
because a significant part of the dispersal area is now buried under younger
sediments, but the observable part of the deposits suggests that large-volume
ash-flow eruptions were responsible for the emplacement of the studied rock
sequences. Their source volcanoes are most probably of caldera type. Each
ignimbrite unit is the result of a major individual eruption, but repeated
eruptions from the same magma chamber, hence from the same volcano or
volcano clusteq, can be inferred from the lithostratigraphy of the deposits as
presented above.

The LTC was emplaced during two major explosive eruptions, possibly from
the same shallow rhyolitic magma chamber. Even though Plinian fall deposits
were Preserved for merely one of them it is likely that both eruptions started
with a Plinian phase, later turning to the ash-flow phase. The Plinian phase of
the ULTC was Punctuated by phreatomagmatic episodes due to repeating access
of external water to the magma conduit. The climactic ash-flow phase was
purely magmatic but phreatomagmatic activity resumed as the eruptive energy
vanished. This scenario seems to be valid for the other eruptions of the LTC
and MTC as well. It means the access of water to the conduit was not accidental,
providing a hint for emplacement of the source vents in near-water or shallow
water environments.

The eruptions giving rise to the MTC were peculiar in that they bear the
evidence of mixing of acidic and more basic magma in the magma chamber.
The presence of a whole range of petrochemistry from rhyolite to basaltic
andesite strongly suggest that the eruption originated from a zoned magma
chamber. The succession of acidic to more basic compositions upwards in the
sequence indicates that the more differentiated top of the chamber containing
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rhyolitic magma erupted first and, as the eruption progressed, deeper levels
of less differentiated magma were successively tapped. The final product of
the UMTC is almost purely andesitic. Co-existence of acidic (rhyolitic) and
more basic (andesitic) magmas in a magma chamber is documented in many
parts of the world. The presence of at least two ignimbrites in the sequence of
the MTC suggests that more than one eruption from the same-zoned magma
chamber may have occurred. The andesitic fallout tuff at S6ly-Latorv6r, in the
area of occurrence of the most basic (andesitic) ignimbrite, suggests that this
was a separate phase, if not a separate eruption during emplacement of the
UMTC. Phreatomagmatic activity at the end of eruption pulses is a result of
ready access of water to the conduit as the magmatic phase vanished, suggesting
the availability of abr.rndant water at the eruption sites.

The style and episodicity of volcanism for the UTC is poorly constrained in
the Btikk Foreland area due to the scarcity of the outcrops. It is likely, however,
that UTC deposits in the western and the eastern parts of the area resulted
from different eruptions, or from different source volcanoes.

The lithologic, petrographic, petrochemical, paleomagnetic features and K-Ar
ages of the three tuff complexes are surnmarized in Fig. 3.

3.2. Volcanic source location

The source areas of old, pre-Quaternary ash-flow sheets are commonly
destroyed by erosion or hidden beneath younger sediments and thus extremely
difficult to locate. This task is even more difficult in the BUkk Foreland where
only a srnall part of the area covered by the acidic explosive products is available
to direct observation. No convincing evidence concerning the possible presence
of eruptive centers has been found in the area where the fuffs crop out
throughout the Biikk Foreland. Previous speculations on source location (Varga
1981) presumed possible eruptive centers as being located inside the Pannonian
Basin, somewhere south of the study area.

The presence of moderate to intense welding in the ignimbrites belonglng
to both the LTC and MTC, as well as some grain-size parameters of the same
ignimbrites (e.g. maximum size of dense obsidian clasts up to 50 cm, or similar
maximum pumice sizes) strongly suggest that the source of these rocks should
not be very far away in the basin, south of the Biikk Foreland. According to
transport distances of similar grain-sized ash-flow tephra from their source, as
known in modem ignimbrite fields, the expected distance of the eruptive
centers from the southeastern margin of the outcrop area of the tuffs should
be in the range of kilometers to a few tens of kilometers.

Taking into account the acidic composition of the pyroclastics as well as the
eruptive style recorded in these deposits, one may expect large calderas, with
possible resurgent intrusive or effusive activity in their interiors, as centers of
volcanic activity to which the large-volume ignimbrites are related.
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, Starting from the above Presumptions, the methodology we adopted to locate
the eruptive centers involved two s,teps. First, we ittempted to identify
indicators of transport directions recorded in the outcropping pyroclastic ,o.lo;
statistically, they should converge in areas at or near tn" ro"t e areas of the
tephra. Second, we searched for evidence and arguments in the available
geophysical and borehole record, that may r,rppoti the possible presence of
eruptive centers in such areas of tephra transport direction convergence.

3.2.1. Lithological indicators of source location
Thickness and grain-size of fallout tephra

Pumice lapilli fall deposits crop out at several localities at the base of
ignimbrites belonging to the LTC. [n four locations three Plinian pumice lapilli
fall layers were measured concerning their thicknesses an4 *u*i*,rm p,r*i."
sizes. The same Parameters were measured at one additional outcrop (Noval)
where one coarse-grained fallout tuff layer is exposed (Fig. 5a-5b). Even if,o,rgii
the measured values are too few to construct isbpach orlsopleth contour hnJs,
a tephra dispersal axis can roughly be estimated from these summary data.
Perhaps not surprisingly the dispersal axes obtained by both thickness and
grain-size data coincide, suggesting a northeast disp".rui of the fallout tephra
during the Plinian phase of the ULTC event.

lmbrication and bomb sag asymmetry

Imbrication of elongated pumice and/or lithic clasts frequently occur near
the base of non-weldecl ignimbrites. They record the local transport direction
of tephra immediately prior to deposition. Such features have been encotrntered
in three outcrop-s_belonging to the-UMTC (Bogdcs, Cser6pv6ralja and Kisgy6r).

Asymmetrical bomb sags left behind by oblique impaci of coirse dense clasts
in soft wet ash during phreatomagmatic eruplions ian be used. as indicators
of direction of aerial transport of tephra from the source to the deposition site.
We have found one asyrnmetrical bomb sag in a phreatomagmati. ,uq.r"nce in
an outcrop at Cserdpvdraljabelonging to the UMTC, and meisured the azimuth
of its axis.

- Figure 6a synthesizes all these d.uh indicating transport directions of tephra
during the Plinian phase (imbrication) and phreatomagmatic phase (bomb sag
asymmetry) of the UMTC eruption. One can observe ttrit the bicktraces of these
directions roughly converge towards an anea located northeast of Mez6kcivesd in
the Pannonian Basin not far from the Biikk Foreland area (Fig. da). The backtrace
of one imbrication indicates a slightly different transport dirtUon, as compared
with the other three source directionindicators,butstill-suggests the source location
in the sEune SE quadrant of the sketch map. Local trin-sport direction can be
influenced by local topography by channeling of the ash flow.
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3.2.2. Paleomagnetic indicators of source location
P aleomagnetic anis otropy

Paleomagnetic anisotropy can be successfully used to infer transport direction
of ash flow tephra hot enough to stay above the Curie point of their magnetic
minerals. Magnetic susceptibility anisotropy was studied at all paleomagnetic
sites (M6rton and P€cskay 1998, this volume). Without exception the malnetic
fabric is dominantly foliated reflecting the key role of compaction in the
formation of the texture. The degree of foliation is variable, between 1 and 6
percent. Magnetic lineation is subordinate (up to 2 percent, often between
0.5-0.8 percent). At site level the grouping of the maxima and the intermediate
directions within the plane of foliation is often observed, but it is only in the
welded varieties of the MTC where the maxima are clearly flow-iirected
(Bordiis L992). The direction of the maxima in such cases may be used as a
Proxy for transport direction and eventually locate the center of 

"trrption. 
The

results are plotted in the sketch map (Fig. 6b). TWo groups of directions are
observed. One grouP is constantly SW-NE oriented, roughly along the main
structural trend of the Btikk Foreland. The other group displays a iemarkable
convergence of their backtraces in a zone located northeast of Mezdkovesd in
the Pannonian Basin (Fig. 6b), which could represent a possible source area for
the UMTC pyroclastics.

3.2.3. Borehole data
Thiclcness of tuff horizons

Borehole data reviewed in the southeastern part of the Biikk Foreland area
(Fig. 2) indicate an obvious thickening of the volcanoclastics of the LTC
southward in an area located south of Eger in the Pannonian Basin (Fig. Z).
Thickening is observed, from 250 to 750 m along a length of merely several
km. It is well h9*_" that ignimbrites, and more generally volcanic products,
display an overall thickeni.g it a sourceward direction.

Laaas

R9ck9 intelpretable as lava flows in origin have not been encountered by us
in the Btikk Foreland area. However, andesite lavas were credibly described
(unpublished data from the Archives of the Geological Survey of Hungary) in
a borehole (Mn-l) northeast of Mez6kovesd in the Pannonian Basin. Their
thickness (7a fl strongly suggests a near-source location of that borehole.

3.2.4. Geophysical data

Searching for possible source areas of the Biikk Foreland volcanics in the
nearby parts of the basin, we reviewed available geophysical anomaly data in
the Archives of the Geological Survey of Hungary. Thick rhyolitic ignimbrites
ponded in caldera depressions and/or possible shallow subcaldera intrusions
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(-) geomagnetic anomalies; 2. thickness of the Lower Tuff Complex in drillings (m); 3. inferred
dispersal axis of fallout tephra; 4. inferred source location (burried caldera ?)

or resurgent domes of rhyolitic composition are often expressed through
negative gravity anomalies as well as strong magnetic anomalies. on the other
hand more basic lavas or intrusions in intracaldera/subcaldera settings may
be reflected in positive gravity anomalies coupled with magnetic anomalies.

Magnetic anomalies

A positive ellipse-shaped anomaly (ca. 8 x 4 km in size) of the vertical
component of the magnetic field (Z) surrounded in the north by a much larger
crescent-shaped negative anomaly is present south of Demj6n in the
southeastern extension of the study area (Fig. 7) (Polharnmer and Szil6fi'1,965;
Guly6s et al. 1994). The intensity of the negative anomaly is -7.5 nT, while the
sunounding positive anomaly is +25 nT in strength. The anomaly pair may
reflect the magnetic effect of a large, ellipse-shaped rock body containing
abundant magnetic minerals.

Strong aeromagnetic anomalies, detected within the Btikk Foreland area,
closely follow the outcropping welded MTC ignimbrites, especially their more
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Fig. 8
Sketch showing possible source location for the Middle Tuff Complex. 1. positive (+) gravity
anomaly; 2. andesite lava occurrence in drilling (thickness in meters); 3. concentration zone of
backtraces of magnetrc anisotropy lines (Fig. 6b); 4. inferred source location (burried caldera ?)

magnetite-rich andesitic varieties, hence they can be considered as the magnetic

expression of the presence of these rocks at the surface (Fig. 8).

Graaity anomalies

TWo significant gravity anomalies are recorded immediately south of the
Biikk Foreland area. These positive anomalies are located west and east of
Mez6kovesd in the Pannonian Basin (HaAz and Komdromy 1965). The eastem
one has a NE-Sw-oriented ellipse shape ca. 10 x 4 km in size (FiS. 8). It may
reflect a dense rock body of similar shape buried beneath the younger
basin-filling sediments.

3.2.5. Summary of source location indicators and discussion

The data presented above concerning possible source location indicators
reveal two zones of interest in which most of these features converge (Figs 7
and 8). Both of them are located in the Pannonian Basin south of the Biikk
Foreland area and relatively close to the outcrop area of the Miocene
volcanoclastic rocks: (L) south of Demj6n in the western part, and (2) northeast

7AY,,'
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of Mezokovesd in the eastern part. Th.y may represent the buried source
calderas (or caldera clusters) from which the LTC and the MTC originated.

The westem area can eventually be considered as the source foi the LIC.
This hypothesis is supported by the following arguments: (1) the presence of
a positive (Z) aero-magnetic anomaly whose shape and size is fully consistent
with that of a normal rhyolite ignimbrite-generating cald en; (2) the inferred
dispersal axis of the LTC fallout tephra layers points quite precisely to the
magnetometric anomaly; (3) the thickness of the LTC rocks, as revealed by
borehole data, increases towards the aeromagnetic anomaly area; (a) the spatiit
distribution of the welded LTC ignimbrites in the western outcrop area suggests
a roughly N-NW-oriented flow-unit lobe (Fig. 1) the extension of which G thu
Pannonian Basin coincides with the aeromagnetic anomaly; the spatial
distribution of the other welded ignimbrite occurrences (FiS. 1.) is compatiUte
with the presence of a second, much longer, channeled ash-flow lobe, oiiented
NE, originating from the same source area. The lack of a measurable gravity
anomaly coupled to the aeromagnetic anomaly can be explained by the possible
lack of a significant density contrast between the caldera fill and hosf rocks.

The source area of the MTC, a possible second caldera or caldera cluster,
may be located NE of Mez6kcivesd in the basin. Such a hypothesis is consistent
with (1) the presence of an elliptic positive gravity anomaly of comparable size
with that of an ignimbrite-generating caldera, (2) the convergence in roughly
the same area of the backtraces of local transport directions inferred fiom
paleomagnetic anisotropy, (3) the convergence toward a nearby area (in the
seune quadrant of the sketch map) of the transport directions inferred from
lithologic indicators, (4) the presence of thick andesitic lava flows in the area
of the gravity anomaly, consistent with a possible post-caldera fill of andesite
lava flows or domes, and (5) the maximum sizes (up to 45 cm in length) of the
obsidian fiamme measured at Tibolddar6c, the closest outcrop locaiity to the
inferred source. The lack of expected aeromagnetic anomalies in the area is,
however, problematic, especially when compared with the other inferred
caldera, located south of Demj6n. It may be explained by the pervasive
alteration of the magnetic support minerals in subaquatic environments.

The source area of the UTC cannot be discussed here because of the limited
occurrence of the complex and the very few outcrops available in the study
area. Because of the lack of connectivity betrareen the western and eastem
occurrence areas/ as well as possible age differences (see the companion paper
of Mdrton and P6cskay 1998, this volume), it may be assumed thai despite their
rough petrographic and chemical similarities they may have originated from
different source areas, located outside the study region.

4. Conclusions

Complex geologic, geochemical, geophysical and geochronological
investigations were carried out in the Btikk Foreland area. Our investigatlons
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basically confirm the occurrence and general distribution of welded and
non-welded ignimbrites in the area, belonging to two main pyroclastic
sequences (the Lower Ignimbrite and the Upper Ignimbrite) as mapped by
Balogh (1954). However, the rocks mapped as dacitic lava flows actually
represent strongly welded ignimbrites of the Middle Tuff Complex, the dacitic
composition resulting from mixing of a rhyolitic component and an andesitic
one. Based on the newly obtained data we are now able to distinguish between
the different tuff sequences, including the Upper Tuff Complex, and correlate
them across the area, according to their ages and paleomagnetic characteristics,
in addition to their petrographic and petrochemical features. This complex
approach may serve for further correlating of the Miocene tuff sequences of
the Pannonian Basin over broader areas, irrespective of their emplacement
(marine or terrestrial environments). Each tuff complex can be characterized
by u unique set of features, including lithology, petrography, petrochemistry
paleomagnetic parameters and K-Ar age. The three tuff complexes have a
composite internal lithology, reflecting a succession of eruptive and reworking
episodes of tephra.

The Lower Tuff Complex (LTC), Eggenburgian-Ottnangian in age, displaying
a ca. 90o counterclockwise paleomagnetic rotation, consists of two biotite and
quartz-rich high-silica rhyolite ignimbrites, three Plinian pumice lapilli beds
separated by phreatomagmatic tuffs at the base of the second ignimbrite unit,
and a sequence of phreatomagmatic tuffs, debris flow deposits, and epiclastics.
The lower unit of the LTC is non-welded while the upper one displays both
welded and non-welded facies.

The Middle Trrff Complex (MTC) is Badenian in a9e, rotated ca. 30o
counterclockwise, ild characterized by the presence of two petrographic
components (rhyolitic and dacitic-andesitic) the mixing of which gave rise to
a whole range of lithologies from rhyolitic to basaltic andesitic with the
ubiquitous presence of pyroxenes in each rock type. Mixed pumice-scoria
ignimbrites contai.i.g banded pumice are common. At least two ignimbrite
units, the upper one partially welded, resulted from eruptions tapping a zoned
magma chamber. Phreatomagmatic deposits with accretionary lapilli and
associated debris flow deposits are characteristically present as well. The
boundary between the LTC and MTC is locally marked by ^ gravel horizon or
by u coal sequence.

The Upper Tuff Complex (UTC) occurs as small patches at the westem and
eastern peripheries of the area. It consists of biotite-rich non-welded rhyolitic
ignimbrites and some phreatomagmatic pyroclastics and reworked tephra.
These deposits are Sarmatian in age and do not show any paleomagnetic
rotation.

The volcanological interpretation of the data indicates that the tuff complexes
resulted from voluminous ash-flow eruptions preceded, at least in the case of
the LTC, by a Plinian phase, with an intervening phreatomagmatic phase
toward the end of the activity as eruptive energy vanished, followed by
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immediate reworki.g of the resulting loose tephra. This common scenario for
at least five individual eruptions suggests a similar paleoenvironment in which
the eruptions occurred from shallow magma chambers. In at least one case
(MTC) the ignimbrite eruption tapped a zoned magma chamber containing
rhyolitic magm-a in the top and dacitic to andesitic magma at deeper levels. "

The tyPe and volumes of eruptions suggest that the source volianoes may
have been of large, acidic caldera type. Using various indicators of source
location, lithologic (thickness andmaximum pumice size of, Ptinian pumice fall
deposits, imbrication in non-welded ignimbrites, bomb sag asymmetry in
phreatomagmatic fqll deposits) and paleomagnetic anisotripy as weli as
borehole and geophysical data (gravity and aeromagnetic anbmalies), two
possible source areas have been inferred: (1.) south of Demj€n in the western
part of the study area, from which the LTC pyroclastics may have been erupted,
and (2) northeast of Mezokovesd in the eastem part of the region, from which
the MTC rocks may have originated. Both can 6e calderas oi caldera clusters
buried beneath younger sediments.
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